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Abstract

We study the task of node classification for graph neural networks (GNNs) and establish a connection between group fairness, as measured by statistical parity and equal opportunity, and local assortativity, i.e., the tendency of linked nodes to have similar attributes. Such assortativity is often induced by homophily, the tendency for nodes of similar properties to connect. Homophily can be common in social networks where systemic factors have forced individuals into communities which share a sensitive attribute. Through synthetic graphs, we study the interplay between locally occurring homophily and fair predictions, finding that not all node neighborhoods are equal in this respect – neighborhoods dominated by one category of a sensitive attribute often struggle to obtain fair treatment, especially in the case of diverging local class and sensitive attribute homophily. After determining that a relationship between local homophily and fairness exists, we investigate if the issue of unfairness can be associated to the design of the applied GNN model. We show that by adopting heterophilous GNN designs capable of handling disassortative group labels, group fairness in locally heterophilous neighborhoods can be improved by up to 25% over homophilous designs in real and synthetic datasets.
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1 Introduction

Graphs provide a natural means to represent social networks given their ability to capture relational information. Unfortunately, social networks in practice are often plagued by systemic issues leading to segregation between communities in the networks [13]. Given the adoption of graph neural networks (GNNs) to social network based tasks, it is important to characterize the factors which reinforce harmful bias and develop strategies to promote fairness.
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2 Related Work

Evaluating Fairness. Fairness is often evaluated through the lens of group fairness or individual fairness. Satisfying group fairness with a respect to a sensitive attribute requires that an algorithm treat groups with different sensitive attribute values the same. In contrast, individual fairness argues that similar individuals, regardless of any particular sensitive attribute, should receive similar treatment [7]. The majority of prior research in GNN fairness has focused on group fairness through measures such as statistical parity and equal opportunity. This choice can be attributed to the difficulty in designing a similarity metric which encompasses both feature and structure similarity, as well as the intricate prior knowledge required to assure the similarity metric considers systemic factors [8]. For instance, previous work that applies individual fairness to GNNs requires a large pairwise similarity matrix defined by an expert [5]. As our focus is to investigate whether structural patterns give rise to unfairness, we focus on group fairness to characterize the difficulty in receiving preferential treatment as a community.

Graph Structure and Fairness. FairWalk proposed a random walk to promote nodes from different sensitive groups at equal rates, irrespective of their group sizes [14]. Fair GNNs have adopted a similar strategy by modifying the adjacency matrix to create more balanced neighborhoods [12, 15]. In both cases, global homophily is identified as a source of unfairness and is actively changed during the optimization procedures. That said, as GNNs often operate on a small computational neighborhood, local homophily on a k-hop neighborhood plays a more significant role. Neglecting to consider the distribution of local homophily in a network may lead to GNN design choices which reinforce bias, such as in the case of GNNs with strong homophily assumptions. Thus, it is worthwhile to consider if models which are able to reasonably learn on diverse homophily levels can also improve fairness in such neighborhoods.

Learning in Diverse Neighborhoods. In order to learn representations for each node in the graph, GNNs adopt an aggregation mechanism that synthesizes both the ego-node’s features and the neighboring nodes’ features. Depending on the neighborhood structure surrounding the ego-node, a particular aggregation mechanism may be insufficient to adequately learn representations [18]. For example, GCN [11], GAT [16], and SGC [17] all assume homophilous neighborhoods through their weighted average of the ego- and neighboring nodes’ features. To remedy this issue, methods such as GraphSAGE [9], FA-GCN [2], and GCN-II [3] decouple the ego-node from the neighbor nodes, either through a residual connection or concatenation of the ego-node embeddings. More advanced methods such as H2GCN [19] adopt further decoupling across higher order networks, aggregating each k-hop network separately and minimizing oversmoothing in highly heterophilious networks.

3 Methodology

Our goal is to characterize the impacts of local homophily on the fairness of GNN node predictions. In this section, we motivate and detail the methodology behind our experiments, focusing on (a) choice of evaluation, (b) the need for local neighborhood analysis, (c) synthetic dataset generation, and (d) GNN designs. The empirical evaluations are performed on two naturally occurring real-world datasets, Pokec and NBA [4] outlined in Table 1. While Pokec has two subgraphs often used as benchmarks, we focus on just Pokec-n (which we refer to as Pokec) given the highly similar nature between the two. Analysis is also included on a synthetic dataset detailed in both Table 1 and Section 3.3. As denoted in Table 1, all three datasets consider the binary case for the class and sensitive attribute. The nature of these datasets is crucial as many recent works in GNN fairness have generated feature similarity graphs on tabular data which may not be representative given our knowledge of segregation based on sensitive attributes in social networks [1, 6].

Table 1: Real and synthetic datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pokec [4]</td>
<td>66,569</td>
<td>729,129</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA [4]</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>16,570</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>Nationality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic data</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Fairness Metrics

For all the experiments proposed, predictive performance is measured by the F1-score and fairness is measured by statistical parity: $\Delta_{SP} = |P(\hat{c} = 1|s = 1) - P(\hat{c} = 1|s = 0)|$ and equal opportunity: $\Delta_{EO} = |P(\hat{c} = 1|c = 1, s = 1) - P(\hat{c} = 1|c = 1, s = 0)|$, where $\hat{c}$ is the predicted class for a node, $c$ is the ground truth class, and $s$ is the sensitive attribute. $\Delta_{SP}$ measures the gap in preferential treatment that may occur between two groups, but does not necessarily consider whether the individual has been deemed qualified (i.e., doesn’t consider the original class). $\Delta_{EO}$ introduces additional conditioning on the class, measuring the preferential treatment gap in the context of those who have been deemed qualified by the ground-truth labels. Each provides an important perspective when considering fairness, particularly when individuals may have been systematically kept from particular treatments solely as a result of their sensitive attribute and not because of qualification.

3.2 Global vs. Local Perspective

Since GNN architectures operate on a small computational graph of nodes $k$ hops away from the ego-node (where $k$ is the GNN depth), global descriptors may fail to contextualize a GNN’s performance if the local structure metric distribution is diverse. Thus, characterizing the distribution of local homophily across nodes in the graph enables a finer analysis of group fairness, helping to illuminate regions where unfairness may persist. As an example of how the global homophily ratio $h$ over a graph’s edge set $E$ may be misleading, where

$$h = \frac{|\{(u, v) \in E | p_u = p_v\}|}{|E|} \quad (1)$$

for some property $p$, we compare it to 1-hop and 2-hop local homophily ratios for class and sensitive attribute of the Pokec dataset [4]. The local homophily ratio for a node is calculated by replacing $E$ in Equation 1 with the edges from a k-hop neighborhood around the node. Despite the Pokec graph displaying globally homophilous tendencies in both the class and sensitive attribute as seen in Table 1, large deviations in homophily are present even in the 2-hop neighborhood. As GNNs are usually shallow (1-2 layers), inference...
may be dependent on an extremely heterophilous neighborhood despite the global tendency, limiting predictive capability.

![Figure 1: Pokec dataset: Histograms of class homophily (top) and sensitive attribute homophily (bottom) ratios in each node’s k-hop neighborhood. The global homophily ratio, given in Table 1, is denoted as a single red vertical line.](Image)

**Compatibility Matrix.** Compatibility matrices are generated for the class and sensitive attribute, describing the probability of two nodes with certain properties connecting. We assume that the two compatibility matrices are independent. Both compatibility matrices are formally defined as $[H_S]_{c,v} = P((u,v) \in E | u = c, S_u = s_0)$ and $[H_C]_{c,v} = P((u,v) \in E | c_u = c_0, C_u = c_0)$ for two nodes $u$ and $v$. We set the diagonal entries of each matrix as $h_c$ and $h_s$ which define the probability of connecting nodes with similar class and sensitive attribute (i.e., level of homophily). The off-diagonals in $[H_C]_{c,v}$ and $[H_S]_{c,v}$ are set to $1 - h_c$ and $1 - h_s$, respectively, to reflect the probability of edges connecting which are between different properties (heterophilous).

**Structure Generation.** Given $c$, $s$, and both compatibility matrices, the probability of a newly generated node $u$ being attached to an existing node $v$ is defined as $P((u,v) \in E) \propto [H_S]_{c,v} \cdot [H_C]_{c,v} \cdot d_v$, where $d_v$ is the degree of node $v$.

### 3.4 Homophilous vs Heterophilous GNNs

To facilitate fair learning across all regions of the graph, we apply the experimental set up for local homophily analysis outlined in the previous section to different GNN designs. Rather than evaluate the explicit instantiations of the homophilous and heterophilous designs outlined in Section 2, we aggregate performance across models that adopt each design to test the design itself. This provides an additional benefit of smoothing out variation from model initialization and stochastic training. In our results, we refer to a set of models designed for homophilous graphs as homophilous models. This set of models includes GCN [11], GAT [16], and SGC [17]. Likewise, we also include a set of models we refer to as heterophilous models which includes GCN-II [3], GraphSage [9], FA-GCN [2], and H2GCN [19]. From an evaluation perspective, we compare the global performance of these two different designs, as well as differences in their performance across regions of varying homophily.

### 4 Results

Our experiments are performed over homophilous and heterophilous GNN designs. For each design type, we average across the associated models. In the NBA and Pocock experiments, we perform 10 and 3 training runs, respectively, for each model. In the synthetic experiments, we generate 10 different synthetic graphs and perform 3 training runs per model on each graph. All hyperparameters are tuned based on ranges recommended in the associated paper and the final hyperparameters are those which maximize the predictive performance on a validation test. All metrics reported are on an external test set and the train-validation-test splits (50-25-25) are kept the same during each training phase. For local evaluation, bins of size 0.2 are used to group 1-hop class homophily and 1-hop sensitive attribute homophily regions of the graph.

#### 4.1 Synthetic Experiments

**Are heterophilous GNNs more fair than homophilous GNNs?** Our first set of experiments generates synthetic data on each combination of class and sensitive attribute homophily values, $h_c$ and $h_s \in \{0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9\}$, to determine how local variations give rise to different model performance. We find that heterophilous models improve fairness over homophily-assumed models.
Figure 2: Synthetic data with uniform \( P(C, S) \): For neighborhoods with different local sensitive attribute homophily (x axis) and local class homophily (y axis), we provide \( F1 \) (left), \( \Delta SP \) (center), and \( \Delta EO \) (right) results for homophilous and heterophilous models. Across each metric, heterophilous models outperform homophilous models for nearly all neighborhood configurations.

without degrading predictive performance across nearly all neighborhood types. In Figure 2, we plot \( F1 \), \( \Delta SP \), and \( \Delta EO \) across different neighborhood types for our sets of homophilous and heterophilous models. The synthetic graphs used no class or sensitive attribute imbalance, indicating that any group unfairness can only be a result of aggregation. We find that for nearly every neighborhood type, heterophilous models produce higher \( F1 \) score while minimizing group unfairness. This is most prevalent in regions of high sensitive attribute homophily and heterophily (i.e., \( h_s \geq 0.8 \) or \( h_s \leq 0.2 \)).

This issue is further exemplified in Figure 3 where the heterophilous model metrics are subtracted from the homophilous model metrics, demonstrating the change in performance and group fairness due to the heterophilous models. These calculations are performed for both the uniform and skewed case, where the skew in \( P(C, S) \) makes an individual 3x as likely to adopt a particular class given their sensitive attribute. The imbalanced case helps further elucidate the increased group fairness in neighborhoods which are dominated by one sensitive attribute when adopting heterophilous models. Interestingly, neighborhoods which possess a discrepancy between class homophily and sensitive attribute homophily appear most impacted by homogeneous designs – \( \Delta SP \) and \( \Delta EO \) degrade by 18% and 35%, respectively. As there is a known connection between homophilous model design and neighborhood over-smoothing for predictions [18], it is possible fairness also experiences a similar phenomena when homophily over a sensitive attribute is present.

4.1.2 Do homophilous GNNs amplify feature bias more than heterophilous GNNs? Our second set of synthetic experiments find that homophilous models amplify feature bias, even through features that are weakly correlated to the sensitive attribute. Figure 4 compares the performance of the homophilous and heterophilous models as the noise level \( e \) is varied in the synthetic data. This experiment focuses on the effect of \( e \) in the uniform and high sensitive attribute homophily in order to isolate the impact of aggregation. As established in Figure 2, the left-most plot of Figure 4 demonstrates that heterophily based models achieve lower unfairness in both metrics as compared to homophilous models. As \( e \) becomes smaller, i.e., removing the sensitive attribute from the model, it is evident that the homophily models retain high unfairness. Even at \( e = 0.25 \), we find that most of the fairness calculations for the homophily model have either stayed the same or dropped by a couple percent despite the sensitive attribute being significantly less salient. While the heterophilous models also experience a similar small drop in percentage, each represents a larger relative change given heterophilous models’ fairness metrics are low to begin with. Given the homophily assumption present in the homophily models, we find the aggregation is able to exaggerate the sensitive attribute despite the significant noise. As demonstrated by the decrease in fairness, this amplification is able to occur despite the class label, reflecting potentially harmful situations.

4.1.3 Discussion Together, our synthetic findings indicate two possible issues that may arise when analyzing the group fairness of GNN models. First, it may be the case that global group fairness metrics improve without necessarily treating everyone in the network equally. This is evident in our first experiment where individuals’ placement within the network significantly impacted their ability to receive preferential treatment. Second, it may be the case that directly removing the presence of a sensitive attribute, either through data anonymization or adversarial debiasing, will not cleanse the dataset of bias. As seen in the second experiment, if high sensitive attribute homophily persists despite low \( e \), group fairness becomes poor.
4.2 Real-world Experiments

To assess how the synthetic experiments may translate to real-world settings, we analyze Pokec and NBA. The F1-score, $\Delta_{SP}$, and $\Delta_{EO}$ are first computed on the entire graph for each model type as shown in Table 2. To understand if a model may be more likely to make unfair predictions in the regimes deemed most unfair in the synthetic data, we aggregate all high sensitive attribute homophily neighborhoods ($h_s > 0.6$), accounting for 98.5% and 93.7% of the nodes within the Pokec and NBA datasets, respectively and compute performance. Pokec’s wide range of class homophily values illuminates the difficulty in producing fair predictions across the entire class homophily spectrum. A gap begins to emerge for neighborhoods with $h_c < 0.4$, indicating different treatments when the local class and sensitive attribute homophily differ. These results agree with the findings on the synthetic datasets, particularly for the (top) Pokec and (bottom) NBA dataset in regions of high sensitive attribute homophily. Pokec possesses significant fairness differences in low class homophily regimes.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we study how local structure around a node in the form of homophily can influence a GNN’s fairness. In a set of synthetic experiments, we find that a) GNNs designed for homophily can produce significant unfairness in regions dominated by one sensitive attribute, b) GNNs designed for heterophily can minimize these over-generalizations and reduce unfairness in the context of $\Delta_{SP}$ and $\Delta_{EO}$, and c) data anonymization and debiasing solutions are first computed on the entire graph for each model type as shown in Table 2. To understand if a model may be more likely to make unfair predictions in the regimes deemed most unfair in the synthetic data, we aggregate all high sensitive attribute homophily neighborhoods ($h_s > 0.6$), accounting for 98.5% and 93.7% of the nodes within the Pokec and NBA datasets, respectively and compute performance. Pokec’s wide range of class homophily values illuminates the difficulty in producing fair predictions across the entire class homophily spectrum. A gap begins to emerge for neighborhoods with $h_c < 0.4$, indicating different treatments when the local class and sensitive attribute homophily differ. These results agree with the findings on the synthetic datasets, particularly for the (top) Pokec and (bottom) NBA dataset in regions of high sensitive attribute homophily. Pokec possesses significant fairness differences in low class homophily regimes.
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